3D PRINTED ORTHOPEDIC PROSTHESES: APPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS IN ORTHOPEDIC TRAUMA
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Abstract: Three-dimensional (3D) printing allows the manufacture of personalized and precise orthopedic prostheses based on computed tomography. These prostheses have proven to be important in the treatment of complex fractures, allowing the creation of printed surgical guides, specific anatomical models and simulation practice models. 3D technology has also allowed orthopedic surgeons to better understand fracture patterns, prepare detailed preoperative plans and promote individual postoperative therapy for each case. The 3D printing technique has shown the best results in terms of reducing surgery time, loss of blood volume, less exposure to fluoroscopic agents during the procedure, lower frequency of post-surgical complications, better evaluation of clinical parameters and better radiographic evaluation. The systematic review conducted on the PubMed platform evaluated the factors associated with 3D printed prostheses, analyzing the precision in different orthopedic operations, the effectiveness in the surgical treatment of patients, the clinical parameters used, the customization and individualization of these prostheses. The most frequent indications are acetabular and joint fractures and poor alignment. However, 3D printing still faces some limitations, such as high cost, production time, exposure to radiation, and low investment by hospitals in these 3D models. In summary, 3D technology demonstrates the potential to become a powerful tool in personalized and effective treatments in orthopedics, providing better results for rehabilitation processes. 3D orthopedic prostheses have great potential to further optimize orthopedic medicine in Brazil, but for that to happen, it is necessary to overcome the obstacles that hinder the advancement of this surgical method, such as the high financial cost and the time to prepare individual parts, through technological
investments and training in its production base.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Three-dimensional (3D) printing allows the manufacture of physical products from computed tomography. Under this bias, some manufactured objects contribute to a more appropriate surgical approach in fractures that are difficult to treat, based on the greater precision of a surgical plan, that is, preoperative planning, reduction of morbidity during the procedure, in addition to improving treatment, avoiding possible intercurrences that eventually, with conventional treatment, could occur. Thus, given the new technology that is still being implemented, surgical time tends to decrease, improving both preoperative and intraoperative decisions and a better postoperative period based on recent modern techniques based on high-tech computerized planning and printing. 3D.

**METHODOLOGY**

The present study is a systematic review conducted on the PubMed platform, using the descriptors “3d printing” and “Orthopedic trauma”, with the following inclusion criteria: articles published in English and Portuguese, with publication time frame from 2019 to 2022, excluding duplicate studies that do not fit the purpose of the study.

**OBJECTIVES**

Evaluate the factors associated with 3D printed prostheses, analyzing the precision in different orthopedic operations, the effectiveness in the surgical treatment of patients, the clinical parameters used, the customization and individualization of these prostheses.

**RESULTS**

The use of 3D printing technology in orthopedic surgery has been demonstrating its importance in the treatment of complex fractures such as comminuted, displaced or those involving joint surfaces. The most frequent indications are acetabular and joint fractures and poor alignment. 3D printed models allow the individualization of patient care by creating printed surgical guides, specific anatomical models and simulation practice models. Thus, the orthopedic surgeon is able to work following the strength, contour, textures and edges of the fracture, managing to maximize surgical results. In addition, 3D printing allowed surgeons to understand fracture patterns, prepare detailed and safe preoperative plans, and promote individual postoperative therapy for each case. Among the main characteristics analyzed, the use of the 3D printing technique obtained the best results in terms of reducing surgery time, loss of blood volume, less exposure to fluoroscopic agents during the procedure, lower frequency of post-operative complications. surgery (such as the avascular necrosis), better evaluation of clinical parameters (joint stability, activity level and pain) and better radiographic evaluation. Thus, it is clear that 3D technology has the potential to become a powerful tool in personalized and effective treatments in orthopedics. However, the limitations surrounding this use consist of high cost, production time, exposure to radiation and low investment by hospitals in these 3D models.

**CONCLUSION**

In short, it is observed that 3D printed orthopedic prostheses are a breakthrough in orthopedics in relation to the best treatment for orthopedic patients. Reviews show that 3D prostheses generate fewer postoperative complications and reduce operative time,
in addition to allowing individualization in treatment that generates better results for rehabilitation processes. Thus, we can conclude that 3D orthopedic prostheses have great potential to further optimize orthopedic medicine in Brazil. This way, the obstacles that hinder the advancement of this surgical method, such as the high financial cost and time to prepare individual parts, must be overcome with technological investments and training in its production base.
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